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Details of Visit:

Author: Tourmaline
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 15 Dec 2015 20:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 210
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

Nice flat near Broad Street, very modern and clean with great shower facilities. Parking is best in
one of the local multi storeys of which there are several. Entrance is via buzzer at street level.

The Lady:

Sarah was taller than I expected but probably close to her stated height, she is very slim and
elegant and her appearance matches her stated age of 31. Her face is attractive rather than pretty
but very smiley and friendly and welcoming with shoulder length hair. She is spotlessly clean and
smells delightful

The Story:

We had time to discuss what I was looking for, I stated I was not interested in anal but would like to
make up with as much oral and sex as possible. With a giggle Sarah agreed that anal wasn't for
everyone and we would have lots of other naughtiness.
We started with removing each others clothes, Sarah's breasts are quite small but very sensuous
and lovely to hold and kiss. We mixed a lot of French Kissing with boob and upper body kissing. I
then explored lower down and was amazed how small her pussy was and was aroused at the
thought of what would be a very tight experience.

The glory of Sarah beyond any shadow of a doubt is her bum. It is magnificent and simply oozes
out of her pants and underwear. I couldn't believe it and could not stop caressing and squeezing it.
With a more experienced punter I am sure a good spanking would be delightful but not this time.
We then moved on to oral in the 69 position and we both exploded soon afterwards. I say both but
am aware that women can fake so who knows for sure.

After a brief recovery I basically begged if we Sarah agreed, i quickly put on my glasses because
this I wanted to watch in detail. The vision of her bum rippling as i pounded her was literally out of
this world and worth every single penny spent. After a while I relaxed and asked for some more
OWO to which Sarah obliged most willingly. And here was the surprise, I came again, which is
always a surprise for me.

Sarah is a fantastic punt, that ass alone is worth the visit.
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